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WELCOME TO THE RENEWED
YAMARIN PRODUCT FAMILY!
For the season 2020 we have launched new models where bold, fresh
designs are combined with superior driving qualities and safety features.
The smart design language continues into the next generations of
Yamarin boats together with our traditional strengths: social cockpits,
high-performance hulls and predictable safety, which all support
Yamarin’ s position as the boating pioneer also in the future.
You will find this new look and feel in our flagship, the Yamarin 88 DC as
well as in its little sisters, the 63 BR and the brand new 60 DC & 63 DC.
The Yamarin 63 DC and 63 BR’ s negative chines and wider hulls along
with the strakes, which have been optimized on the engine power
range, guarantee a carefree and enjoyable boating experience.
Welcome to get acquainted with the renewed Yamarin boat range,
either at your nearest dealer or at a boat show near you!
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A FIRM CUSTOMER
FAVOURITE

INSPIRATION

Yamarin has found a solid place at the hearts of
Nordic boat owners. It stands as a reliable choice
that combines supreme handling, timelessly stylish
design and travel comfort. It’s no wonder our boats
have been so successful in European boating
magazine tests: anyone can find a favourite model
from the extensive Yamarin boat range, regardless
if you’re looking for a camping boat for a nearby
archipelago, a commuting boat to your cottage, or
simply a way to enjoy the sheer thrill of speed.

In addition to the handling capacities of Yamarin
boats, we work hard to make sure you can take it
easy with your friends and loved ones. Our design
work is also guided by an understanding of how a
proper cottage boat needs to be multifunctional
– especially in Scandinavia. Similarly, travel boats
are also used for fishing and commuting. The
versatility of our boats is an important reason why
our customers continually choose Yamarin, year
after year.

SAFETY
Your safety, along with the safety of your
family and friends, is highly important to
us. This is why all Yamarin boats have gone
through hundreds of hours of thorough
safety tests – starting all the way from
their inception. These safety tests result in
comprehensively secure boats that are built
to be enjoyed by everyone. We do this so you
can relax and live out your dream summer.
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QUALITY AND DESIGN
Yamarin was created to withstand the
ever-changing Nordic weather conditions.
Its design language and interiors have
a timeless, Scandinavian style, without
forgetting family-friendly solutions. In
our boats, the use of space is always
practical and efficient. Yamarin boats
are also known for their high level of
standard equipment. We still make our
boats by hand with more than 40 years of
experience, and more than 70,000 boats
on European waters.
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HANDLING
The qualities of thoroughly tested and fully optimized
Yamarin boats – as well as their hull geometry –
guarantee first-class handling in all conditions.
Yamarin is built to provide you with unforgettable
boating moments.

JOIN US
You can enter the world of Yamarin on our website,
and in our social media pages. Find us on Instagram,
Facebook and YouTube @Yamarincom. Come
enjoy the everlasting Yamarin summer with us via
#yamarin #yamarincom. Join the Yamarin family!

For decades, Yamarin has been a highly
valued boat brand with products that combine
reliability, comfort and timeless style. The
brand’s quality is also strongly associated to
Yamaha, which helped in making Yamarin the
most popular boat brand in Scandinavia.
EmPowered by Yamaha is more than a
message about Yamarin’s performance. It is a
promise that empowers. The promise speaks of
how both the boat and its driver achieve entirely
new experiences, together. Experiences, which
are only possible with Yamaha.
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Yamarin 88 Day Cruiser, 63 Bow Rider and the new
2020 models 60 Day Cruiser and 63 Day Cruiser
are equipped with the advanced Yamarin Q
infotainment system, which combines a large and
intuitive touchscreen with an on-board computer,
electronic map, and an entertainment system as
standard equipment for modern boating.
Yamarin Q removes the need for a separate chart
plotter or echo sounder. Everything necessary
– ranging from maps and motor information,
to localised weather reports, boat guides, and
instructional boating videos – all conveniently
compiled in one location. Yamarin Q makes
boating easier than ever before.
Standard equipment includes an Internet
connection, nautical charts, engine gauges
and a WiFi hotspot.
The basic functions of Yamarin Q include an
Internet connection, C-Map nautical charts, a
Yamaha outboard motor gauge and notification
system, local weather reports and a WiFi hotspot,
which enables sharing the Internet connection of
Yamarin Q with other devices. Through Yamarin
Q, you can also play music wirelessly from music
apps of external devices.
The functions of the Yamarin Q system can be
supplemented with an echo sounder, a fish radar
and a high-quality sound system. Yamarin Q
complies fully with the NMEA 2000 boating standard, so it can also be connected to devices of
other manufacturers of boating electronics.

YAMARIN Q
MAKES BOATING EASIER
A smart system that is easy to use.
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YAMARIN Q TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Smart 10” or 16” touchscreen • Very bright, WXGA-level display • 1 GHz four-core processor • NMEA
2000 compatible • Yamaha Engine Interface compatible • C-Map nautical charts, one map region
is included in the price • Weather information is available through the Internet • FM and DAB radios,
sound reproduction system available as an extra feature • WiFi, Bluetooth and 3.5G connections, a
one-year data connection encompassing all of Europe is included in the price • Boat manual and
motor manual as well as instructional material • Automatic updating through the Internet • AIS,
echo, Fishfinder, remote control and radar compatibility

The Yamarin Q Fishfinder uses CHIRP technology,
which enables exceptionally good image quality.
In contrast to other echo sounders, the Yamarin
Q Fishfinder sends a very broad spectrum of
signal frequencies during each gauging pulse, all
the way to a depth of 270 metres. The Yamarin Q
Fishfinder probes the seabed and fish to a depth of
270 metres.

YAMARIN APP
Share your on-water experiences with friends
Yamarin App is a free mobile application which
you can pair with the Yamarin Q unit. After a sundrenched day on the water, you can revisit your
route, share it with friends and explore trip data
since Yamarin Q transmits all this to your app. You
can also add photos you have taken and share
them on social media - directly through the app.
Your ever-present boating tutorial
With the built-in video tutorials and instructions,
you can familiarize yourself with the features of
your boat and how to properly use it. The Yamarin
App includes useful tips in boat handling, maintenance and winter storage. The app allows you
to dry practice mariners knots, boat handling in
port and trailering while at home. The app also
includes intuitive and easy to understand instructions for using Yamarin Q as well as the owner’s
manuals for boat and engine alike. The app helps
you also to find the nearest Yamarin dealer.
Your yamarin boat always in your pocket
The Yamarin App keeps your personal virtual
logbook and vital boat information handily
available, always and anywhere as the app shows
you the location, fuel level and battery status of
your Yamarin boat. By pairing your app with your
Yamarin Q unit you are better prepared for upcoming boating activities.
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YAMARIN CABIN
– THE ALL-WEATHER BOAT
Fit for any weather, the smart Yamarin Cabin features a comfortable
cabin and features many amenities that make it a versatile boat.
It makes for an excellent commuter vessel, while also being ideal
for longer trips or fishing purposes. The compact interior spaces,
which can be heated, make spending time and sleeping onboard a
pleasure. Yamarin Cabin’s easy passage through the boat makes it
easy to use – mooring can even be performed entirely alone.
The Cabin model line includes the model 68 C.

YAMARIN DAY CRUISER
– THE CONNOISSEUR’S CHOICE
The Yamarin Day Cruiser boats are premium day cruiser boats with
bow cabins that feature thorough finishing in both their design and
details. A high equipment level, smart use of space, and an elegant
interior have made this great model number one in the DC class.
Yamarin Day Cruiser creates an ideal fit for day trips, camping, and
water sports – even offering the opportunity to stay overnight. The
DC range includes models: 88 DC, 79 DC, 68 DC, 65 DC, 63 DC, 60 DC
and 59 DC.
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YAMARIN CONSOLE
– THE A-CLASS OF OPEN BOATS
The Yamarin Console open boats are an excellent match for inexperienced boat drivers. The size selection and three console alternatives
of our Console open boats enable versatile use from commuting
to camping and fishing. The Console model line, with its high sides,
offers a spacious interior and practicality, not to mention stability,
safety, and excellent handling. Our Console range includes: 61 CC,
56 SC, 47 TC, and 46 SC.

YAMARIN BOW RIDER
– FOR SPEED LOVERS
A fun, trendy, high-performance open boat with excellent handling.
What more could you ask for high-speed water sports or day trips?
The practicality and safety of the sturdily constructed Yamarin Bow
Rider create unforgettable experiences of high-speed boating. Its pivoting offshore seats, together with the table in the rear space create a
social space in the stern, fit even for a larger group.
The Bow Rider range consists of 63 BR and 56 BR.
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88

DAY
CRUISER

The 88 DC is a great combination of timeless
elegance, intelligent design and powerful
technology. This boat, equipped with a cabin
and a large open space, offers excellent
conditions for a great time on the water.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Yamarin Q 16”
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Cockpit table
• Fire extinguisher
• Fuel filter
• Cushions, cockpit
• Cushions, aft & front cabin
• Power outlet 12V / USB
• Entertainment
• Fixed fuel tank, 300 litres

• Harbour cover
• Hydraulic steering
• Interior lighting
• Canvas garage
• Manual and electric bilge pump
• Navigation lights
• Openable hull windows
• Skylight
• Stainless steel railings, cleats and
handles

• Stove
• Teak in cockpit, on foredeck &
aft bathing platform
• Tilt steering wheel
• WC, electrical, septic tank 30 l
• Fresh water system incl tank 40 l
• Windshield wipers
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

8,80 m

2,95 m

10

970 kg

0,70 m

190

2645 kg

300–
425 hp

XL

300 l

C

49

FACTORY OPTIONS

DELUXE PACKAGE

• Power steering
• Yamarin Q+ (additional Q 16” screen)
• Heater
• Shore power system
• Watersports bracket

• Sunbed in cockpit
• Two-piece canvas top
• Trim tabs
• House battery system including isolator cable
• Bow thruster
• Refrigerator
• Clothes locker
• Deck lighting

ACCESSORIES
• Transport cover

HULL SURFACE TREATMENTS
• Primer + Antifouling

TOURING PACKAGE
• Anchor winch, aft
• Shower on bathing platform
• Heater
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88

DAY
CRUISER
PREMIUM

NEW! With the premium version the timeless
elegance of the 88 DC is taken to the next level.
Carefully thought details like the wooden interior
in the cabin and stainless steel windscreen frame
provide a luxurious look and feel, and with the
Yamarin Q+ the ergonomics and convenience of
the boating experience are maximized.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Yamarin Q 16” + 16”
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Cockpit table
• Fire extinguisher
• Fuel filter
• Cushions, cockpit
• Cushions, aft & front cabin
• Power outlets 12V / USB
• Entertainment
• Fixed fuel tank, 300 litres

• Harbour cover
• Hydraulic steering
• Interior lighting
• Canvas garage
• Manual and electric bilge pump
• Navigation lights
• Openable hull windows
• Skylight
• Stainless steel railings, cleats and
handles

• Stove
• Teak in cockpit, on foredeck &
aft bathing platform
• Tilt steering wheel
• WC, electrical, septic tank 30 l
• Fresh water system incl tank 40 l
• Stainless steel windscreen frame
• Windshield wipers
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

8,80 m

2,95 m

10

970 kg

0,70 m

190

2645 kg

300–
425 hp

XL

300 l

C

49

FACTORY OPTIONS

DELUXE PACKAGE (grey or sahara)

• Power steering
• Cushion set, grey
• Heater
• Shore power system
• Watersports bracket
• Shower on bathing platform

• Sunbed in cockpit
• Two-piece canvas top
• Trim tabs
• House battery system including isolator cable
• Bow thruster
• Refrigerator
• Clothes locker
• Deck lighting

ACCESSORIES
• Transport cover

TOURING PACKAGE

HULL SURFACE TREATMENTS

• Anchor winch, aft
• Shower on bathing platform
• Heater

• Primer + Antifouling
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79

DAY
CRUISER

Imagine a perfect summer day on the sea – sun,
the sound of the waves and good company. You
can enjoy unforgettable times on a Yamarin 79 DC.
It offers pure Yamarin quality, from finely tuned
handling to the joys of a fully equipped boat.
Standard equipment includes a bow thruster, a
teak deck, a fresh water system, a Wallas stove
and a flush toilet, among other things. The berths
can accommodate up to six persons.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Bow propeller
• Cabin carpet
• Cabin mattresses and two pillows
• Cabin mirror with background light
• Canvas garage
• Corner cupboard in cabin
• Curtain for toilet
• Fender retainers
• Fire extinguisher
• Fixed fuel tank, 260 litres
• Fuel filter
• Harbour cover

8,02 m

2,60 m

8

740 kg

0,50 m

220

1700 kg

225–300
hp

XL

260 l

C

48

FACTORY OPTIONS
• Hydraulic steering
• Interior lights and LED mood lighting
• LED deck lights
• Lockable cabin door
• Manual and electric bilge pump
• Mug holders
• Navigation lights
• Offshore seat for two persons
• Openable hull windows
• Power outlets 12 V
• Refrigerator, 48 ltr, with a freezer
• Seat cushions for open space
• Solar cell fan

• Stainless steel railings, cleats and
handles
• Storage compartment under the
driver’s seat
• Storage unit for cooking utensils
• Sun deck with mattresses and
pedestal
• Table and pedestal
• Teak in cockpit, on foredeck & aft
bathing platform
• Textile organiser for small items in
the cabin
• Tilt steering wheel

• Trim tabs
• Twin battery system
• Wallas 800 stove
• ”Wash basin with removable teak
cover plate,
45 ltr pressurised water system ”
• Water toilet with 30 ltr septic tank
• Window for cabin’s pipe berth
• Windshield wipers
• Yamaha 5” LAN multi-function meter
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

• Garmin Ultra 102sv chart plotter
• Two-piece canvas top
• Anchor winch with remote control
• Heater
• Shore power system
• Power steering
• Stereo system excl. DAB
• Stereo system incl. DAB

ACCESSORIES
• Transport cover
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68

DAY
CRUISER

Yamarin 68 DC is the favorite of our Day Cruiser
range for larger families or group of friends.
This beauty represents the best in its size
class in terms of c ontrol, safety and ample of
equipment. If you are looking for a boat that
combines excellent handling characteristics with
details that increase travel comfort, this is the
boat for you. Ample open space and a spacious
cabin bring comfort to children and adults alike.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Cabin carpet
• Cabin mattresses
• Canvas garage
• Door between windshields
• Fender retainers
• Fire extinguisher
• Fixed fuel tank, 190 litres
• Fuel filter
• Harbour cover
• Hydraulic steering
• Interior lighting

6,77 m

2,54 m

8

730 kg

0,42 m

210

1300 kg

115–250 hp

XL

190 l

C

47

FACTORY OPTIONS
• Lockable cabin door
• Manual and electric bilge pump
• Mug holders
• Navigation lights
• Net shelf
• Offshore seat for two persons, with
backrest that can be moved forwards
and backwards
• Openable hull windows
• Power outlets 12 V
• Refrigerator 48 ltr
• Seat cushions for open space

• Solar cell fan
• Stainless steel railings,
cleats and handles
• Storage space for
small items in the cabin
• Sun deck with mattresses
and pedestal
• Teak in cockpit, on foredeck and
aft bathing platform
• Teak table and pedestal
• Trim tabs
• Twin battery system

• Wash basin with removable teak
cover plate, 45 ltr pressurised water
system
• Water toilet with 30 ltr septic tank
• Windshield wiper on driver’s side
• Yamaha LAN multi-function meters
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

• Two-piece canvas top
• Heater
• Shore power system
• Garmin Ultra 102sv chart plotter
• Wallas 800 stove

ACCESSORIES
• Transport cover
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68

CABIN

With the Yamarin 68 Cabin, you can begin the
boating season right after the thaw and continue
until the water freezes, travelling comfortably
inside the cabin. The comfort of the interior spaces
and ease of walking through make the 68 Cabin an
excellent leisure and travel boat in any weather, for
families with children and comfort lovers alike.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Cabin carpet
• Cabin mattresses
• Canvas garage
• Door between windshields
• Fender retainers
• Fire extinguisher
• Fixed fuel tank, 140 litres
• Fuel filter
• Harbour cover
• Hydraulic steering

6,77 m

2,54 m

8

730 kg

0,42 m

210

1400 kg

115–200 hp

XL

140 l

C

42

FACTORY OPTIONS
• Interior lighting
• Lockable cabin door
• Manual and electric bilge pump
• Mug holders
• Navigation lights
• Net shelf
• Offshore seat for two persons, with
backrest that can be moved forwards
and backwards
• Openable hull windows
• Power outlets 12 V

• Refrigerator 48 ltr
• Seat cushions for open space
• Solar cell fan
• Stainless steel railings, cleats and
handles
• Storage space for small items in the
cabin
• Sun deck with mattresses and
pedestal
• Teak on foredeck
• Teak table and pedestal

• Trim tabs
• Twin battery system
• Wash basin with removable teak
cover plate, 45 ltr pressurised water
system
• Water toilet with 30 ltr septic tank
• Windshield wiper on driver’s side
• Yamaha LAN multi-function meters
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

• Two-piece canvas top
• Heater
• Shore power system
• Wallas 800 stove
• Teak in cockpit & aft bathing platform
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65

DAY
CRUISER

Our permanent favourite, Yamarin 65 DC, offers
the thrill of speed! The cornerstones of the
model’s popularity include spacious berths
at the bow, a cosy social area at the rear and
ample storage space. The port side console also
includes a sink and installation readiness for a
water system. The grey steering console is antireflective and improves visibility.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Cabin carpet
• Cabin mattresses
• Canvas garage
• Door between windshields
• Fender retainers
• Fire extinguisher
• Fixed fuel tank, 225 litres
• Fuel filter
• Harbour cover
• Hydraulic steering

• Interior lighting
• Manual bilge pump
• Mug holders
• Navigation lights
• Offshore seats with high
backrests
• Openable hull windows
• Power outlets 12 V
• Seat cushions for open space
• Stainless steel railings, cleats and
handles

• Sun deck with mattress and
pedestal
• Teak in cockpit, on foredeck & aft
bathing platform
• Teak table and pedestal
• Windshield wiper on driver’s side
• Yamaha 4” Multifunction display
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

6,35 m

2,48 m

7

555 kg

0,40 m

210

1170 kg

150–225 hv

XL

225 l

C

48

FACTORY OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES

• Garmin 922xs chart plotter
• Two-piece canvas top
• Refrigerator 30 ltr, drawer style
• Fresh water system with 45 ltr water tank
• Stereo system excl. DAB
• Stereo system incl. DAB
• Trim tabs
• Windshield wiper on co-driver’s side
• Twin battery system

• Folding table
• Transport cover
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63

DAY
CRUISER

NEW! Yamarin 63 DC for the 2020 season is a
wonderful combination of driving comfort and
care-free recreation with family and friends.
The exceptionally functional open area, first-class
handling characteristics, the Yamarin Q system
and many other practical and comfort-adding
details make the Yamarin 63 DC a perfect choice
for fun summer days on the water.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Yamarin Q 10”
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Bilge pump
• Canvas garage
• Cabin mattresses
• Door between windshields
• Fender retainers
• Fire extinguisher
• Fixed fuel tank, 160 litres
• Fuel filter

• Harbour cover
• Hydraulic steering
• Interior lighting
• L-sofa with drop-down seat on
starboard
• Mug holders
• Navigation lights
• Openable hull windows
• Skylight
• Offshore seat for driver

• Power outlet 12V / USB
• Seat cushions for cockpit
• Stainless steel railings, cleats and
handles
• Teak in cockpit, on foredeck & aft
bathing platform
• Windshield wiper on driver’s side
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

6,35 m

2,35 m

6

781 kg

0,40 m

200

990 kg

115–150 hp

XL

160 l

C

42

FACTORY OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES

• Refrigerator
• Two-piece canvas top
• Windshield wiper co-pilot
• Entertainment
• Trim tabs
• Water-skiing bracket
• Keel strip
• Sonar
• Fishfinder

• Sunbed
• Transport cover
• Table
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63

BOW
RIDER

Yamarin 63 Bow Rider is an excellent generalpurpose boat for leisure time and water sports.
The boat features a large, adaptable open space,
which can be equipped with a fantastic sun deck
for two. In addition to excellent handling, the
driver gets to enjoy a 10” Yamarin Q smartscreen.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Yamarin Q 10”
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Bilge pump
• Canvas garage
• Cabin mattresses
• Door between windshields
• Fender retainers
• Fire extinguisher
• Fixed fuel tank, 160 litres
• Fuel filter

• Glove compartment
• Hydraulic steering
• Interior lighting
• L-sofa with drop-down seat
on starboard
• Mug holders
• Navigation lights
• Openable hull windows
• Skylight

• Offshore seat for driver
• Power outlet 12V / USB
• Seat cushions for cockpit
• Stainless steel railings, cleats and
handles
• Teak in cockpit, on foredeck &
aft bathing platform
• Windshield wiper on driver’s side
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

6,35 m

2,35 m

8

781 kg

0,40 m

200

950 kg

115–150 hp

XL

160 l

C

44

FACTORY OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES

• Refrigerator
• Two-piece canvas top
• Windshield wiper co-pilot
• Entertainment
• Sundeck in cockpit
• Trim tabs
• Water-skiing bracket
• Chemical toilet

• Front cover
• Transport cover
• Cushion for sundeck, aft bathing platfom
• Table
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61

CENTER
CONSOLE

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Canvas garage
• Fender retainers in front of
console
• Fire extinguisher
• Fixed fuel tank, 105 litres
• Fuel filter
• Hydraulic steering
• Lockable glove compartment

• Manual bilge pump
• Mug holder
• Navigation lights
• Offshore seats with high
backrests
• Power outlets 12 V
• Seat cushions for open space
• Stainless steel railings, cleats and
handles

• Steering console cover also
protects the seats
• Yamaha LAN multi-function
meters
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

The Yamarin 61 CC is a centre-console boat that
can handle even the rougher seas. Thanks to its
practical interiors, there is plenty of space around
the console, which makes moving around and
docking the boat easy. The sturdy construction
and deep V-bottom of the 61 CC make boating
safe and comfortable in any weather – creating
a fantastic choice for both travel or fishing
purposes.

6,25 m

2,30 m

8

600 kg

0,42 m

200

825 kg

115–150 hp

XL

105 l

C

44

FACTORY OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES

• Canvas top
• Garmin 922xs chart plotter
• Stainless steel keel
• Teak floor
• Trim tabs
• Water-skiing bracket

• Sunbed
• Transport cover
• Console cover
• Table
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60

DAY
CRUISER

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Yamarin Q 10”
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Cabin mattresses
• Canvas garage
• Fender retainers
• Fire extinguisher
• Fixed fuel tank, 105 litres
• Fuel filter

• Harbour cover
• Hydraulic steering
• Interior lightning
• Bilge pump
• Mug holders
• Navigation lights
• Offshore seats
• Openable hull windows

• Power outlets 12 V / USB
• Seat cushions for cockpit
• Stainless steel railings,
cleats and handles
• Teak on foredeck &
aft bathing platform
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

NEW! The new Yamarin 60 DC is the perfect boat
for couples or small families. It is comfortable
and easy to handle and is therefore suitable for
both beginners and a more experienced crew.
The Yamarin 60 DC’s agility, first-class driving
characteristics and practical open seating area,
makes it a natural first step into the exciting
world of Day Cruiser boats.

6,06 m

2,22 m

6

611 kg

0,40 m

200

890 kg

80–115 hp

X

105 l

C

37

FACTORY OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES

• Two-piece canvas top
• Trim tabs
• Windshield wiper, SB
• Teak in cockpit
• Watersports bracket
• Entertainment
• Stainless steel keel
• Sonar
• Fishfinder

• Transport cover
• Table
• Sunbed (cushions)
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59

DAY
CRUISER

Yamarin 59 DC is a winner with its sturdy hull,
great driving qualities and top accessories.
The two-person cabin with a window,
comfortable open space and large swimming
platform of the 59 DC ensure a great day’s
boating. The wide windshield and walkthrough layout provide even further comfort.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Cabin mattresses
• Canvas garage
• Fender retainers
• Fire extinguisher
• Fixed fuel tank, 90 litres
• Fuel filter
• Harbour cover
• Hydraulic steering

• Interior lightning
• Manual bilge pump
• Mug holders
• Navigation lights
• Offshore seats with high
backrests
• Openable hull windows
• Power outlets 12 V
• Seat cushions for open space

• Stainless steel railings, cleats and
handles
• Teak in cockpit, on foredeck &
aft bathing platform
• Yamaha LAN multi-function
meters
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

5,73 m

2,20 m

5

500 kg

0,40 m

210

720 kg

80–115 hp

L

90 l

C

37

FACTORY OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES

• Two-piece canvas top
• Trim tabs
• Stainless steel keel

• Folding table
• Transport cover
• Table
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56

BOW
RIDER

A fast boat for a sporty group! The Yamarin 56
Bow Rider is the ideal choice for water sports
and day cruises. It has an angular design and a
spacious bow that can be used for spin fishing or
loading the boat. The stylishly designed, higherthan-average windshield provides excellent
protection for passengers. One of the many
practical details of the 56 BR includes steel
fender holders.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Canvas garage
• Door between consoles
• Fender retainers
• Fire extinguisher
• Fixed fuel tank, 90 litres
• Fuel filter
• Hydraulic steering

• Lockable glove compartment
and storage compartments
• Mug holders
• Navigation lights
• Offshore seats with high
backrests
• Power outlets 12 V
• Rack for fenders

• Seat cushions for open space
• Stainless steel railings, cleats and
handles
• Yamaha LAN multi-function
meters
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

5,67 m

2,25 m

6

460 kg

0,40 m

210

670 kg

80–115 hp

L

90 l

C

39

FACTORY OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES

• Canvas top
• Garmin 922xs chart plotter
• Stainless steel keel
• Teak floor
• Trim tabs
• Water-skiing bracket

• Front cover
• Table
• Transport cover
• Harbour cover
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56

SIDE
CONSOLE

Ideal for versatile activities, the Yamarin 56 SC
is a comfortable, open boat with a bow that has
ample loading space. During day cruises, a table
can be set in the middle of the seating group
for meals. The 56 SC is also a wonderful place to
enjoy summer days with an optional sun deck.
The large side console of the boat provides great
protection, without reducing visibility.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Anchor boxes at bow and stern
• Canvas garage
• Fire extinguisher
• Fixed fuel tank, 90 litres
• Fuel filter
• Lockable glove compartment

• Mug holders
• Navigation lights
• NFB steering
• Offshore seats with high
backrests
• Power outlets 12 V

• Seat cushions for open space
• Stainless steel railings, cleats and
handles
• Yamaha LAN multi-function
meters
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

5,53 m

2,24 m

6

450 kg

0,38 m

210

620 kg

60–100 hp

L

90 l

C

37

FACTORY OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES

• Stainless steel keel
• Aft canvas top
• Teak floor
• Trim tabs
• Water-skiing pole

• Sunbed
• Transport cover
• Console cover
• Table
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47

TWIN
CONSOLE

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Anchor boxes at stern
• Storage compartment in console
on co-driver’s side
• Stainless steel railings, cleats and
handles
• Seat cushions
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• Navigation lights
• NFB steering
• Long built-in storage
compartment
• Fuel filter
• Cover between consoles

• Fire extinguisher
• Yamaha LAN multi-function
meter
• Power outlets 12 V

Yamarin 47 TC is a very popular model that offers
great handling and travel comfort in a compact
package. Thanks to its highly rated hull design,
the boat drives smoothly even in changing
weather conditions. Among other things, the
boat’s standard equipment includes a long floor
box that can be used to store fishing equipment,
for example. The open bow space offers
comfortable seating for up to three people.

4,70 m

2,01 m

5

385 kg

0,34 m

170

460 kg

40–60 hp

L

Portable
tank

C
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FACTORY OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES

• Stainless steel keel
• Aft canvas top
• Teak floor

• Transport cover
• Harbour cover
• Backrest cushion
• Aft rail
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SIDE
CONSOLE

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Stainless steel rail, cleats and
handles
• Compartments under aft and
bow benches
• Fire extinguisher
• Fuel filter

• Integrated navigation lights
• Mug holder
• NFB steering
• Power outlets 12 V
• Back seat cushions

• Swimming platforms and
anchor box in the stern
Yamaha LAN multi-function
meter

Yamarin 46 SC is a functional package with
excellent handling that guarantees smooth
travel in all weather conditions. Well-designed
space solutions make for a spacious open bow
and ample storage space.

4,65 m

1,85 m

5

495 kg

0,25 m

180

415 kg

30–50 hp

L

Portable
tank

C
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FACTORY OPTIONS

ACCESSORIES

• Aft canvas top
• Stainless steel aft railings

• Transport cover
• Console cover
• Harbour cover
• Cushions, bow
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All Yamarin models are CE approved and the boats belong to category C. Factory-equipped
Yamarin boats have a Yamarin Q infotainment system or Yamaha LAN multi-function gauges
(the 46 SC and 47 TC models have a LAN multi-function gauge), a remote control and
remote control cables. The motor installation bolts are installed at the factory. The boats
in the brochure have been specially accessorised. There can also be some differences in
the models of various countries, so be sure to check with your Yamarin sales representative
to find out about the basic accessories for your chosen boat. Production engineering can
cause fluctuations in the weight, dimensions and performance of boats. All rights reserved.

